Andaman tourism looks forward to upcoming festive season for revival

The sudden meeting between Andaman and Nicobar Islands Minister T S Jegannathan Reddy and Police Minister Rajendra Kumar marked a significant development in the region. The meeting was held in the Independence House on Sunday. According to the official sources, the minister met the senior police officials to discuss the recent violent incidents that have disturbed the peace and tranquility of the region. The Andaman and Nicobar Islands Police Commissioner, Mr. Aditya Pratap Singh, was present in the meeting.

Dronamraju Srinivas dies of Covid

He was the man of masses, a politician who was loved by his common man. People used to call his cell number when they were in trouble, and he used to rush over to their house in the nick of time. Dronamraju Srinivas passed away on Wednesday due to Covid-19. He was 50 years old.

Jagan, PM meet to heat up politics in Telugu States

As the political temperature in Telugu states continues to rise, the PM met with Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister YS Jagan Mohan Reddy on Saturday. This meeting is expected to have a significant impact on the political scenario in the state. The PM and Jagan discussed various issues related to the development of the state.

Civils prelims paper unusually tough: Experts

Many candidates were disappointed with the difficulty level of the UPSC Civil Services Preliminary Exam held on Sunday. Several experts have expressed their concerns over the difficulty level of the exam. The Union Law Minister, Ravi Shankar Prasad, also expressed his concern over the exam.

Will scrap new farm laws?

Yadav said to the press that the government was working on scrapping the new farm laws. However, he did not give a specific date.

GST Council meet, Oppn to hit back

The GST Council meeting is scheduled to be held on Wednesday. The finance minister will address the meeting. The GST Council has been giving out easy to file tax returns for small businesses.

Dali woman raped by four men in UP

A young woman from Dali in UP’s Ballia district was allegedly raped by four men. The incident occurred on Sunday night near Ballia town when the woman was on her way to fetch water from the river. The woman alleged that the men stopped her on the road, seized her mobile phone, and forced her to accompany them.

BUDGET SESSION OF PARLIAMENT

Personal Data Protection Bill likely to be tabled

The Personal Data Protection Bill was introduced in the Lok Sabha on Monday. The bill is likely to be tabled in the Rajya Sabha on Tuesday. The bill aims to protect the personal data of individuals and establish a framework for the transfer of personal data to other countries or international entities.

Ravi Shankar Prasad said that the bill will be presented in the winter session of Parliament. The bill includes provisions for data localisation, data sovereignty, data minimisation, data sharing, and data protection.

Cyber crooks create fake website of VPT

Cyber criminals have created a fake website of Vizag Port Trust (VPT) on social media to dupe people. A social media website called ‘Vizakport’ was created by the criminals. The website looked similar to the official VPT website.

Chhattisgarh: 'compassionate' soldier dies of Corona

A soldier who had served in the Indian Army for over 30 years, died of Covid-19. The soldier, identified as Ramesh, was serving in the Chhattisgarh Police.

Andhra Pradesh Assembly passes bill

Andhra Pradesh Assembly passed a Bill that seeks to provide compensation for the loss of life of a family member due to an accident. The Bill, which was passed unanimously, provides for compensation of Rs 10 lakh to the family members of a deceased soldier who has lost his life in service.

Sukma where he succumbed. Of this, as per Centre’s calculation, 920 cases were reported from Chhattisgarh, 321 from Jharkhand and 187 from Dantewada.

CM shedding crocodile tears on the Pothdeydiapu issue

The Adilabad district administration has decided to hold a meeting with the affected farmers to discuss the issue of waterlogging. The administration has assured the farmers that steps will be taken to address the problem.

APEC COUNCIL MEET ON SAME DAY

Jagan, PM meet to heat up politics in Telugu States

The funeral of Dronamraju Srinivas, a well-known politician, was held on Thursday. He was a member of the Telangana Rashtra Samiti (TRS) and served as the Minister of Agriculture and Rural Development.
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Monday Mirchi

Seshadri at the centre of action

M IRRISHVALLI Seshadri was right about V Sundar’s posting. A fortnight, he had told the court that the State Government and the Health Secretary had informed him that he was transferred to the Revenue Department. It was not for the first time that Seshadri was at the centre of storm. The Congress, Communists, Katiyar etc., has been an affront for the 30-year-long association with State Secretariat member Ch Seshadri.

Dream comes true for Jawahar

While long tryst, zones, variants, waves, has come to a touch of a hurted one who was waiting for this since a long time. It is a dream come true for Jawahar Reddy. The Telangana Government has finalised the appointment of Jawahar Reddy as the Health Secretary. A fortnight back, Seshadri’s posting. A fortnight back, Seshadri has been showing symptoms of what is coming. He was showing symptoms of what is coming. Jawahar Reddy was showing a local name-Jawahar Reddy was showing a local name. Jawahar has been waiting for this transience posting for long and his work in the Devastanams. Jawahar has been waiting for this transience posting for long and his work in the Devastanams. The Chief Minister during the peak of Covid was showing a keen eye on the health infrastructure,” the SP assured the court that it would not fail to keep its promise, as the fight is being waged against an invisible war, the health of the people of Telangana is in the hands of the government, the health department and the health infrastructure. Data related to health, sensitive data. All internet companies will have to mandatorily store your personal data for at least 5 years. It may be noted that the revenue department of Telangana, Patil was held on July 10, 7 seconds paper, against the 8 on August 7 and 2017, he has already been hit with the Chennai HC and the Karnataka HC. The Telangana High Court has passed the order.

Covid tally reaches 7.18 lakhs in State

Drifting near all-time high, during the first wave of the coronavirus pandemic last year, while the people of the country have been facing the fourth wave of the pandemic, the Covid tally reached the 7.18 lakh mark. According to the Telangana Government, while the total number of Covid cases in the State has crossed the 7.18 lakh mark, the total number of Covid deaths has crossed the 1.50 lakh mark. The Telangana government is giving all possible support to the healthcare workers who are working over the past few months. The government is also working to improve the health infrastructure of the State.

Society can’t afford to ignore its most vulnerable citizens

We are facing a pandemic, and it is disheartening to see how society is treating its most vulnerable citizens. It is time for us to come together and work towards creating a better future. Let’s not let this crisis define us, but let it inspire us to make a positive change in our society.

Birla approves Rs 3,000 crore 3rd phase of ‘Green City’ project

Birla, the country’s second-largest cement maker, approved the third phase of its ‘Green City’ project in Himachal Pradesh. The company had earlier approved the first and second phases of the project.

‘Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam’, a panacea to all woes: Gau

The Governor said the Covid-19 pandemic has created difficult times for all. However, the Governor added that the battle can only be won when the whole world works together and find an everlasting solution to the end. The Governor also praised the healthcare workers for their efforts in fighting the pandemic.

Suresh Prabhu says Centre should be more active in creating jobs

Suresh Prabhu, former Minister of Railways, Exports and Commerce, said the Centre should be more active in creating jobs for the youth. He added that the Centre should take initiatives to provide job opportunities to the youth and reduce unemployment.

FISV is UPAHRA

The severities of Tirumala reverberates with Sundarakanda recitation
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Tremors in major global markets

While the people of the country have been facing the fourth wave of the pandemic, the Covid tally reached the 7.18 lakh mark. According to the Telangana Government, while the total number of Covid cases in the State has crossed the 7.18 lakh mark, the total number of Covid deaths has crossed the 1.50 lakh mark. The Telangana government is giving all possible support to the healthcare workers who are working over the past few months. The government is also working to improve the health infrastructure of the State.
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Naidu’s Big B of graft: YSRCP

YSRCP MLA Jaganmohan Reddy said the government of Andhra Pradesh's action was to launch the agitation on the YSRCP's ‘Big B of graft’. YSRCP MLA Jaganmohan Reddy said the government of Andhra Pradesh's action was to launch the agitation on the YSRCP's ‘Big B of graft’.

Naidu has lost relevance, says Jogi Ramesh

The Telangana Congress president and senior party leader Jogi Ramesh recently took a dig at Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister YS Jaganmohan Reddy and his left-wing partner B. Sridevi. According to him, the Naidu regime was at its low ebb and the present government was in an unhealthy situation.

‘Jungle’ rule in Andhra: YSRCP MLA

The YSRCP MLA, who recently joined the opposition, said that the current government in Andhra Pradesh was using its ‘jungle’ rule to suppress its opponents and that the people were being crushed under its rule.

Mentally retarded woman killed

A mentally retarded woman was found dead in a slum area in Visakhapatnam. The police said that the woman, who was about 40 years old and had mental retardation, was found dead in a drain in the slum area.

35% sex workers sex workers lost jobs in 18 years while 28% are sex workers in Andhra Pradesh.

AIDS awareness is vital to prevent breast cancer

AIDS is a significant threat to the world, and awareness is vital to prevent breast cancer. The World Health Organization (WHO) has declared AIDS a global pandemic. The disease has spread worldwide, affecting millions of people. Awareness is the key to prevent breast cancer.

Notorious Kanjapabat gang busted

The notorious Kanjapabat gang, which has created a terror in the Visakhapatnam city area, was finally busted by the police. The police have arrested six members of the gang and recovered various weapons and explosives from them.

The YSRCP MLA who joined the opposition said that the current government in Andhra Pradesh was using its ‘jungle’ rule to suppress its opponents and that the people were being crushed under its rule.

18 crude bombs seized in Srikakulam

The Srikakulam police have seized 18 crude bombs from a residential area in the city. The police said that the bombs were meant for terrorist activities and were intended for use in a militant group.

Reopening of schools a public stunt, says TDP

The TDP chief, who is also the state minister for education, said that the reopening of schools was just a public stunt and that the real issue was the lack of proper infrastructure.

Naidu’s ‘jungle’ rule in Andhra

The TDP leader, who is also a member of the state assembly, said that the current government in Andhra Pradesh was using its ‘jungle’ rule to suppress its opponents and that the people were being crushed under its rule.

YSRCP ‘jungle’ rule suppressing dissenting voices: Naidu

The YSRCP MLA, who recently joined the opposition, said that the current government in Andhra Pradesh was using its ‘jungle’ rule to suppress its opponents and that the people were being crushed under its rule.
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YSRCP MLA Jogi Ramesh said that the TDP was working like warriors in the context of the election campaign.
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Rationalisation of polling booths is on cards in Telangana

The State Election Commission decided to rationalise the polling booths in view of the spike in the corona cases. The Election Commission team noted that each polling booth has only minimum number of voters and election officials, some of them being around 50-100 voters and 2-3 officials. According to the district-wise data of the GHMC, the number of polling booths that had to be rationalised in the district was 2,000 in 24 hours. Therefore, the GHMC has decided to reduce the polling booths from 5,492 to 3,470 polling booths in the state.

Though the special summary of investigation of polling stations is being conducted in other Telangana districts, the SIT is only investigating the polling booths within the limits of GHMC. The SIT had submitted its report on the SIT’s investigation on November 16.

As per the schedule issued by the Election Commission, the polling for tickets for all 115 LS seats will be held on February 19, 2022. Additionally, the SIT has not revealed what’s in the SIT report.

The state government has decided to rationalise the polling booths in view of the spike in the corona cases. The Election Commission team noted that each polling booth has only minimum number of voters and election officials, some of them are around 50-100 voters and 2-3 officials.

Addressing the new day-long session in the Council, the chief minister said that the Congress party and the Telangana legislative council have a long history of working together. The council has been a platform for the legislative council to discuss and decide on various issues that are important to the state. The council has also been a platform for the opposition to challenge the government’s policies and decision-making.

The chief minister said that the council has been a platform for the opposition to challenge the government’s policies and decision-making.

In the coming days our country will face several challenges, both at home and abroad. The government is working tirelessly to address these challenges and ensure the well-being of all citizens.

Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi, the father of the nation, once said, “The road to freedom is long and arduous, but it is a journey that must be undertaken. For the sake of our children and future generations, we must fight for our rights and freedom.”

We, the citizens of this great nation, must continue to work together to achieve our goals and build a better future for ourselves and our children. Together, we can make a difference and create a brighter tomorrow.

The government is committed to ensuring that all citizens have equal opportunities and rights. We will continue to work towards this goal and ensure that no one is left behind.

In conclusion, our country is on the cusp of a new era. We must work together to build a better future for ourselves and our children. Together, we can make a difference and create a brighter tomorrow.
**BJP to gherao BDO offices in 10 West Bengal districts**

Vijayawada | Monday | October 5, 2020

**Kejriwal to launch mega anti-air pollution campaign**

Several farmers have been killed and many more injured in recent clashes with police in eastern and Western Maharashtra areas where farmers have been protesting against the central government’s new farm laws. The farmers say the laws will lead to a decrease in prices and production of farm produce as well as increase in production costs of middlemen. The farmers have been protesting for the past two months and have repeatedly stated that they are against the new farm laws and the central government’s policies. The farmers have also stated that they will continue their protests until their demands are met.

**Election Commission has come out with a set of new instructions.**

The recent earthquakes in different parts of India, albeit of different magnitudes, have been recorded in these regions, he said. According to the GSI, severe earthquakes in the north-eastern and north-western parts of India could lead to a decrease in the population of middlemen. The farmers have been protesting against the central government’s new farm laws and the central government’s policies. The farmers have also stated that they will continue their protests until their demands are met.
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The world community will have to wait anxiously and watch the simmering conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan for the next few weeks.

IF THIS GANDHI JAYANTI THERE IS ONE IDEA WE WOULD LIKE OUR CHILDREN TO FOLLOW, IT SHOULD BE HEAR NO BAD...SEE NO BAD...SPEAK NO BAD...ACT NO BAD...

SHAIKH RUKAN KHAN

THOUGH THIS IS A NEW WORLD, WE CAN OPEN A WORLD FOR HIM WITH ARTIFICAL INTELLIGENCE, TECHNOLOGY, TOURISM AND SALES OF FARM PRODUCE.

FIRST COLUMN

POINT COUNTERPOINT

GANDHI ALSO TAUGHT US TO SPEAK UP FOR THE TRUTH, THE DOWNTRODEN, THE EXPLOITED, FOR OUR DAILY BROTHERS AND SISTERS, SAY SOMETHING.

SAYAN GUPTA

Hope at the end of the tunnel

Built at an altitude of over 3,000 metres in the Pir Panjal Range, the Atal tunnel will not only provide all-weather connectivity but will give our forces a strategic edge in troop movements.

Though this tunnel will open up a world of opportunities for Himachal Pradesh, will it not open up a lot of challenges for local tourism and sales of farm produce?

The geopolitics of the region is very complex. Turkey and Pakistan have aligned themselves with the Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe to counter the EU (which is also pressing for Israeli recognition of the region) and geostrategic analyst Arif Husain reported that Pakistan has already sent its military to the region. The US and China are also preparing a non-Arab Muslim state to be the world leader.

Amidst the current political climate, it is safe to say that the opening of the tunnel is expected to change all this and strengthen the local economy in every sector. The opening of the tunnel is expected to change all this and strengthen the local economy in every sector. The opening of the tunnel is expected to change all this and strengthen the local economy in every sector. The opening of the tunnel is expected to change all this and strengthen the local economy in every sector.
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Reforms undertaken to ensure long-term growth, says FinMin

The implementation of Namami Ghatan Bharat package and unlocking of the economy have ensured that economic recovery in India has gained momentum,” Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman said on Friday.

The Union territory has been recording no new COVID-19 cases for the past six months, according to a press release issued by the Puducherry government.

According to some estimates, a total of 2,800,000 people have been directly or indirectly affected due to the suspension of operations during the lockdown.

The state government is working on a comprehensive rehabilitation package to help affected people and revive the economy.

In Brief

Dassault Systemes, Shiv Nadar University set up research centre

Dassault Systemes has partnered with a leading research and educational institution, Shiv Nadar University, to establish a research centre. The centre will focus on the advancement of technology and innovation in the fields of aerospace, automotive, and industrial design.

The research centre will be led by Dr. Sanjay Puri, a renowned expert in the field of technology and innovation. The centre will also provide opportunities for students and researchers to collaborate and work on cutting-edge projects.

The centre’s mission is to foster innovation and drive technological advancements in the aerospace, automotive, and industrial design sectors.

The centre will offer a range of educational programs and research opportunities for students and professionals in the field.

Axio MD: Optimism retuems, eco recovery to be L-shaped

As both optimism and economic recovery return, the future of the country’s economy remains uncertain. Whether the government can ensure greater inclusivity and social welfare remains to be seen.

The current economic situation is complex, and the government has to balance various interests and ensure a sustainable recovery.

Market cap of 8 of valued firms zooms to Rs 1.45 lakh cr

The market capitalisation of 8 large companies zoomed to Rs 1.45 lakh crore, according to data from the National Stock Exchange (NSE).

The market capitalisation of these companies is expected to continue to increase in the coming months. The NSE index ended at 11,236.82 on Friday.

TCS earnings, global trends to dictate domestic markets: Experts

Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) is expected to report strong earnings for the quarter ended September 30, driven by global trends and the company’s strong performance in the market.

The company’s earnings are likely to be influenced by global trends and the overall performance of the domestic market.

Infringoes DRIDR suggestions broad framework

IRDAI has suggested a framework to regulate the use of drones in the country, which is expected to benefit the drone industry.

The framework aims to ensure that drones are used in a safe and responsible manner, and it is expected to promote the growth of the drone industry in India.

Tata Sky’s return to pre-lockdown levels: CEO

Leading direct-to-home operator Tata Sky has recaptured its sales momentum and added new customers to its growing base.

The company has not only regained its pre-lockdown levels but has also shown significant growth in the past few months.

FPIs turn sellers after 3 months

Foreign Portfolio Investors (FPIs) have turned sellers after three months, according to data from the National Stock Exchange (NSE).

The FPIs have sold stocks worth Rs 2,829 crore in the past three months, compared to purchases worth Rs 8,289 crore in the previous three months.

Nerolac expects double-digit growth

Nerolac, a leading paints manufacturer, expects to achieve double-digit growth in the current financial year.

The company’s focus on product innovation and expansion is expected to drive its growth.

Andaman tourism looks forward to upcoming festive season for revival

With the Andaman and Nicobar Islands announcing the opening up of some parts of the islands after a gap of six months, the tourism industry is looking forward to a revival.

The islands have been closed to tourists due to the COVID-19 pandemic, but now the tourism industry is hoping for a revival.

CIL’s coal allocation rises 8% in April-August

CIL, the country’s largest coal producer, has increased its coal allocation for the April-August period by 8%.

The company has allocated 4.456 million tonnes of coal for the period, compared to 4.149 million tonnes in the same period last year.

Over 1 lakh kirana shops to capitalize on Amazon’s delivery

Amazon India has announced plans to engage with over 1 lakh kirana shops to ensure smooth delivery of products to customers.

The company will provide cash-on-delivery options and quick delivery times to these shops, allowing them to offer a wider range of products to their customers.

Noida to get city’s first drone hub

The Noida administration has approved plans to set up the city’s first drone hub, which will help in the delivery of medical supplies and other essential services.

The drone hub will be equipped with state-of-the-art technology and will provide a secure and efficient delivery system.

ILFS to sell 15% stake in IL&FS

Interstate Infrastructure Financial Services (ILFS) has announced plans to sell 15% of its stake in IL&FS to raise funds.

The company has been facing financial difficulties, and selling the stake will help it to improve its financial position.

The sale of the stake will also bring in new investors who can help the company to grow and expand its operations.

The sale of the stake is expected to be completed within the next few months.
Sofia Vergara is Forbes’ highest paid actress of 2020

Why prolonged ‘Keto’ diet can be deadly for you

It’s Time for You to Turn a ‘Cyber Vakeel’
A recent research by Tufts University shows that eating 42.5 grams of almonds each day compared to not eating almonds may help reduce low density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol levels in the U.S. population (MI, or heart attack), MI-related hospitalization, and the cost of disease and procedures in the U.S. population (MI, or heart attack), MI-related hospitalization, and the cost of disease and procedures in the U.S. population.

The objective of this study, funded by the Almond Board of California, was to estimate the cost-effectiveness of almonds consumption in preventing coronary heart disease through changes in LDL cholesterol level and healthcare utilization, using both short-term base case analysis and 10-year risk prophylaxis.

The research developed a model to assess the relationship between eating 42.5g of almonds and changes in LDL cholesterol levels and healthcare utilization. A cost-effectiveness model was also factored into the model and was based on price data. The results showed that consuming 42.5g of almonds per day would result in an annual cost savings of $363 compared to eating no almonds.

According to the study, almonds may help reduce low density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol, heart health, and a derived cost benefit; each of which are relevant for a country like India where CVD cases are rising every day. While the health benefits of almonds have been analyzed by several other studies in the past, this is the first long term cost advantage of almond consumption which is very unique. To make sure to include almonds in your family and your diet, to lead a healthier and more cost efficient lifestyle.
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Finding of a new research: "The results of this new study are interesting to note. Owing to the genetic mutation, the risk of heart disease. If one tries like India where CVD cases are rising every day. While the health benefits of almonds have been analyzed by several other studies in the past, this is the first long term cost advantage of almond consumption which is very unique. To make sure to include almonds in your family and your diet, to lead a healthier and more cost efficient lifestyle."
It was a bit difficult, that's why we had to fight so much throughout the game. We had to improve in the last four overs, and our fielding was not so good, which allowed them to manage to score four runs.

Particularly when you have a wicket in your hand, it's very difficult. It's an incredible feeling, especially for me because I came in at a very good point in the match, the boundary, obviously, nobody else has to suffer from a drop down a line.

It wasn't easy to start off, he's (Russell) quite a good batsman, playing well - backing him to not go for four positives coming out of this match.

High effective death bowling over from Paschim Thakur and Priyam Garg on Sunday afternoon, as the Shreyas Iyer's unas-signed team comfortably chased at 10 RPO - we didn't get any breakthroughs in the first half hour and were left with to many overs. But after nine overs, Adam Zampa is yet to adjust to the knock of 18 by the Royals. diced on both sides.

He has been served well and not before Russell as well. Probably Sunil Narine might have come in before the 20-over mark at the Dubai International Airport. Unfazed by the threat posed by the big guns of Royal Challengers Bangalore (RCB), PBKS should bat after Morgan, Russell & Co should.”

The Delhi Capitals which are in a comfortable position, were bowled out in a fine fashion by a good Indian team. The rise in the rankings is the first time this season that DC has scored a 5-2 victory over Cagliari. "Particularly when you have a wicket in your hand, it's very difficult. It's an incredible feeling, especially for me because I came in at a very good point in the match, the boundary, obviously, nobody else has to suffer from a drop down a line.
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RAVI TEJA TO PLAY A LAWYER?

A combination bound to have the trade in awe, the duo of Ravi Teja and Maruthi will be teaming up for a courtroom drama to be produced by GA2 Pictures and UV Creations.

It seems Maruthi roped them at the last minute. The source informs, “Maruthi is planning a courtroom drama with Ravi Teja. He wants to play a black Robe to play a lawyer. Of course, it will be purposed with a two-part theme. The director wished an interesting role for the actor, something, which the actor refused to play. But the actor understood the script and he chắc-excitement, the fact that the project will be bankrolled by reputed production houses like GA2 Pictures and UV Creations mean that the actor ticks in Maruthi’s favor. Not to forget, both of them have been thinking of teaming up for the past several years.”

The source further adds, “Lawyer saab is the title in contention for the project. It will be set in a British court.”

Ravi Teja donning the black robes to play a lawyer. Of course, it seems Maruthi will be bankrolled by reputed production houses like GA2 Pictures and UV Creations.

Language is not a barrier to associate with good content: Anushka on B'wood debut

With the critics纷纷 showered fawning praise left and right on her latest performance and handling gripping, leading lady Anushka has set the record straight in her Bollywood debut to teaming up with Prabhas again and her lockdown actress. 

When a follower wanted to know whether she was comfortable working in Bollywood or any other industry other than south, she said, “I love the work I do and would love to do good content without any地理-barrier.”

In a question on her big learning from the lockdown, she replied, “Life and everything around us is fragile and not always in control. I love every moment and people around you know.”

When asked whether she wants to change anything from her past, she stated, “I don’t change anything even, every moment of my life has made me who I am great.”

Anushka and Prabhas have teamed up for another opus in Baahubali. So, after coming to know about her rise in the县, the Tollywood actress has been talking to her team about her future and upcoming projects. Anushka is waitin
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